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Scale for Freight Wagons
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Dear friends of Swiss railways,
we are pleased to present you a new highlight in our accessories programme: a typical 
scale for freight wagons as you can find it on standard and narrow gauge tracks.
We hope you enjoy reading today's newsletter.
Your
AB-Modell-team

Stand: 12.07.2023

Zub-345.1

Art.-Nr./item-no./produit-no.

Scale for Freight Wagons

scale for freight wagons, type Filisur, 3D-printed
painted and lightly weathered, ready for installation
with track inlay for the tracks N and Nm
manufacturer is the company Klett Modellbau

We publish current prices and delivery dates on our website. 

To stay up to date, we recommend that you subscribe to our 
newsletter.

Scale on metre-gauge
Rhaetian railway 
(station of Filisur, 1999)
Photo: AB-Modell

Scale on standard-gauge
Swiss Federal railways 
(station of Meggen, 1986)
Photo: Ulrich Neumann / Slg. 
Peter Hürzeler

Scale for freight wagons, type Filisur, 
1 pc, 3D-printed, painted, ready for 
installation, for N- and Nm-track,
manufacturer Klett Modellbau

EUR 35,00
Zub-345.1

features price/itom-#

Orders

Model

Installation

Function

We have a first batch of these fine track scales in stock. 
These are available for immediate delivery. Orders that 
exceed our stock will be available after a corresponding 
delivery period from the manufacturer.

Please note that we offer an attractive pre-order discount of 
about 8.6% until 30.08.2023.

We will gladly accept your order via eMail to 
„info@n-schmalspur.de".

With great anticipation we received a package from Klett 
Modellbau a few days ago and found the beautiful railway 
scales inside.
The 3D printed model is sensationally detailed, finely 
painted and lightly weathered. The kit is ready to install and 
can be used straight from the blister.
The track block signal is solidly mounted on a fine steel 
wire.

The railway scale can be installed on the layout directly 
from the package. If there is space under the track, a hole is 
drilled and the peg under the scale is glued in, otherwise 
the peg under the weighing apparatus is carefully removed 
with a cutting disc and the model is glued on smoothly. 
The weighing plate, which is glued into the track, is 
included in two versions, for N and Nm tracks, so that it can 
be weighed either on standard or narrow gauge track.
The gleam in our eyes was so great that we immediately 
took out our Filisur station and exchanged the handmade 
scale for freight wagons for the new one. You can see the 
result in the product picture above (on the right side). 
We are sure that you will have just as much fun with this 
outstanding accessory.
This accessory is very fine detailled. Please handle with 
care while installing on your layout.

For weighing, the freight wagons were moved onto the 
plate, lifted by the crank visible on the side until they stood 
on the wheel flanges. The weight was determined in the box 
to be opened by adjusting the counterweight (see photo on 
the left). 
The track inlay comes with the scale in two versions. On 
the one hand suitable for the metre gauge railway, on the 
other hand for the standard gauge with 1,435mm track 
width, i.e. for 6.5mm and 9mm tracks.
The model is without function!

Scales

Especially in earlier years, when railway vehicles were still loaded locally on the 
loading track, scales for freight wagons were an indispensable part of a station. They 
existed and still exist in some cases today - on both standard and narrow-gauge 
railways.
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